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Abstract

For the processes of vector meson production in nucleon-nucleon collisions. N + N -» d+V,

with V = p, u; or <£, the spin structure of the threshold amplitudes has been established as-

suming that the V-mesons are produced in the S-state. The polarization observables for these

processes are analyzed in a general formalism. The possible manifestations of an sis-component

in the nucleon, has been investigated qualitatively for different polarization obsevables in the

reaction n + p —^ d + <t>. P-wave contributions and the related polarization effects are also dis-

cussed. Moreover the possibility of a test of isotopic invariance of strong interactions through

polarization phenomena is suggested.
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1 Introduction

The processes p + p -» d + p+. and n + p —>• d + V°. with V — p, u) or <?, are the simplest two-

particle reactions of vector meson production in nucleon-nucleon collisions. Near threshold

large momentum transfers are associated to these processes, therefore the behaviour of the

deuteron wave function at small distances is important for its description. As a result the

spin structure of the deuteron wave function can be investigated, in principle, at high energies

through the study of the process p -+• p —> d + p+, where the deuteron is produced at zero

degrees. Similarly to the backward elastic scattering d + p —»• p + d [1, 2], it is possible to

suggest polarization experiments with polarized proton beam and target and with the measure

of the vector and tensor polarizations of the outgoing deuterons. It is possible to measure

elements of the density matrix of the vector mesons, also.

The two-particle nature of the N + N —> d + V processes simplifies the experimental detec-

tion and the theoretical interpretation. In particular this study may bring new informations

on the large violation of the OZI-rule [3-5] observed in the c -̂meson production in hadron col-

lisions. It has been found that violations to the OZI rule are especially large in two different

classes of hadronic processes:

• <j> + 7T° production in the antiproton annihilation at rest [6-10], p + p —> <p + 7r°, where a

large yield of <£>-mesons was measured:



and dp collisions such as (d + p —)-3 He -f V) [11] :

The P- and C-selection rules for the reaction p + p —> o + ~° simplify the interpretation of

the possible mechanisms that allows to link the large value of the ratio (1) with the presence

of an si-component in the nucleon and with the polarization properties of the colliding p and

p. Indeed, if the initial system is in an S-state, due to P- and C- parities conservation the

annihilation through the p + p —>• 4> + ir° channel takes place from the triplet state of the p and

p-system only. This state is especially suitable to transform the ss-component of the parallel

polarized proton and antiproton to <£-mesons. Even if the reaction is induced by unpolarized

particles, the triplet annihilation is produced by polarized particles!

It is interesting, then, to search for a correlation between the <p yield and the polarization

properties of the colliding particles in other processes of <£-mesons production, as for example

in the reaction [12] :

p + p-+p + p + (j). (3)

It was suggested that near the threshold of this reaction the (^production must increase

when the spins of the protons are parallel. At higher energy a possible 'dilution effect' may

take place due to the opening of a large number of possible channels for the the (^-production.

This can explain why the violation of the OZI-rule decreases with energy.

A study based only on general symmetry properties of the strong interaction (P-invariance

and Pauli principle) shows [13] that the polarization effects in the reaction p + p-+p-\-p +

V° near threshold can be predicted exactly, without any model, in particular without any

hypothesis about the quark content of the protons.



The spin structure of the amplitudes for another process:

d + p->3He + V'°, (4)

which was also suggested [12], is described in terms of 5 threshold amplitudes. The resulting

spin structure is complicated enough to find polarization observables which are sensitive to

the si-component in the nucleon. For this aim it is necessary to know the reaction mechanism.

Due to the very large momentum transfer at threshold, the contribution of the simple pole

diagram in Fig. la must be suppressed due to the small value of the deuteron wave function

at short distances. The mechanism, based on the triangle diagram (Fig. lb), involves the

processes n + p -> d + V° and n + p —>• n + p + V° at large momentum transfer, too. It has

been suggested [14] that the two-step mechanism, shown in Fig. lc, can explain the relative

value of cross sections of different processes d + p —>3 He + X°, ( with X° = 77, 77', ui and

<f>). The process d + p ->3 He + V° is so complicated that for its description it is necessary to

know more elementary processes, such as:

ir~ + p -)• n + V'°, (5)

p + p -»• TT+ + d, (6)

n + p -> d + V°. (7)

We will investigate in this paper the polarization effects in the reactions n + p -> d + V°,

which might be measured in Dubna or KEK. The spin structure of the amplitudes for these

reactions is simplified with respect to d + p ->3 He + V°, due to the identity of n and p

particles from the point of view of the isotopic invariance. The polarization effects in binary

reactions such as n + p —> d-\-ui{d>) could bring interesting informations on the polarization of

the ss—component in the nucleon, suggested by the data about deep inelastic lepton-nucleon



scattering with polarized colliding particles.

In principle polarization effects in such reactions can discriminate between different possible

mechanism of OZI-violation. such as, for example, that the mixing angle between the UJ— and

d>—meson is not exactly equal to the ideal one [18], or that the rescattering effects or multi-step

processes [19-21] are important (see also discussion in [22]).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we establish the spin structure of the

isoscalar vector meson (V° = ui or <j>) S-wave production in the n + p —> d + V°-collisions

near threshold. The polarization effects are analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the

p-meson production, p + p —t d + p+ and n + P ~> d + p°, and the complicated spin

structure of its threshold amplitude. In Section 5 we derive the spin structure of the P-wave

contributions to the amplitudes of the p + p —V d + p+ reaction. Section 6 is devoted to the

discussion of a possible test of isotopic invariance of strong interactions through the study of

polarization effects in the process n + p —y d + V. P-wave contributions to the amplitudes

of isoscalar vector meson production in np—collisions is given in Section 7. Final remarks and

conclusions follow.

2 Threshold ampli tudes for n+ p —> d + u>((j>).

The S-wave production of the V^-meson induces three possible values of total angular mo-

mentum J and P-parity in the channel n + p —> d + u>(<t>):

Jp = (T, 1" and 2". (8)

Due to the P-parity conservation, the orbital angular momentum L of the colliding n



and p must be odd. According to the generalized Pauli principle for the np-system (which is

correct at the level of the isotopic invariance of strong interactions) it is easy to show that the

n + p-system must be in the singlet spin state only, so only one possible value for L is allowed,

namely L = 1.

So at threshold only one transition is possible:

Si{np) = Q, 1 = 1 -+ JP = r .

The matrix element corresponding to this transition can be written as:

M = gih <T2XI)£ x D* • V', (9)

where:

• Xi (X2) is the two-component spinor of neutron (proton);

• D(V) is the spin wave function of d (V°); D is an axial vector ( as the P-parity of the

deuteron is positive), V is a polar vector;

• k is the unit vector along the initial momentum;

• g is a partial amplitude corresponding to the S-production of the V°-meson.

Of course the amplitude g is different for different processes and depends on the total energy

y/s of the interacting particles. For example, the d + p —>3 He + u> reaction shows that

the corresponding amplitude can have a strong energy dependence. In order to predict the

5-dependence of g, a definite model for the the processes n -f p -> d + V° is necessary, but

the analysis of the polarization effects can be easily done without any model for g. This is

a consequence of the definite spin structure of the matrix element of this reaction, with a



single amplitude g. This amplitude is different for different processes, but the polarization

phenomena are universal for any process of V°-meson production. Such universality applies

also to the processes of us- and <?i>-radial excitation : u/, u/\ 6' o"... Moreover all polarization

observables do not depend on the energy of the colliding particles (in the threshold region).

The presence of a single amplitude in (9) gives very definite predictions for numerical values

of polarization observables: all non-zero polarization observables have their maximum values.

Therefore the polarization effects near threshold for n + p —>• d + u>(<p) do not contain any-

special information on the dynamics of the reaction : the measurement of the differential cross

section with unpolarized particles represents the complete experiment.

3 Polarization effects in n + p —>• d + w{<t>).

We discuss here the properties of polarization observables in the processes n+p -» d+V°, V° =

UJ or <{> starting from the matrix element (9).

• The analyzing powers in n + p -> d + V° and n + p —>• d + V° must be zero.

• The vector polarization of deuterons produced in unpolarized particle collision must be

zero, but the tensor polarization is different from zero:

T20 = 1/3,

which is correct for any reaction n + p —>• d + V° and does not depend on the energy of

the colliding particles.



• The dependence of the cross section from the polarizations Pi and P2 of the initial

nucleons in n + p —> d + V° is written as:

• V°—mesons, produced in collisions of unpolarized nucleons, are polarized with the fol-

lowing nonzero elements of the density matrix (in cartesian coordinates):

_ 1
Pxx — Pyy — 77:

if the z—axis is along k.

• the dependence of the V0—meson density matrix from the vector polarization P of any

initial nucleon can be parametrized at the reaction threshold by the following general

form:

where p,-, i=l,2,3 are the corresponding Structure Functions (SF) ,depending only from

the energy of the colliding particles.

The SF's pi and pi are responsible for the T-even polarization characteristics of the V°

mesons, and the SF p$ for the T-odd ones.The antisymmetric part of pa(,, which characterizes

the vector polarization of the produced V0— mesons, cannot be measured through the most

probable decays of V°mesons, such as:

V° -+ TT+TT-TT0, <f> -> KK. V° -> £+£-

(11)
V ° - > P + 7 , V ° - y P + £+l~ w i t h P = 7T°, 77, l = e o r /I



All these decays are due to the strong or electromagnetic interactions, which conserve P-

parity and do not induce vector polarization of V° mesons. On the contrary, in the decay

A —> p + 7r~, the P-invariance violation results in a nonzero decay asymmetry, which makes

the A— polarization measurable.

T-odd effects in vector meson decays will induce vector polarization, but none of the decays

(11) produces such effects, therefore only the tensor polarization is measurable for vector

mesons!

All the previous statements about polarization phenomena in n + p —y d -f uj(d>) have a

general character and are not related to any hypothesis about sis-component in the nucleon. It

is possible to deduce the following consequences of this hypothesis to the threshold V°-meson

production:

• The (p-production is suppressed, due to the fact that the S-wave production of the cf>-

meson is possible here from a singlet state only. This means that the n + p —>• d + 4>

reaction will not show a large violation of the OZI-rule:

_ a(n + p ->• d
a(n + p ->• d + u) ~ ap(p + p —> u + n)

where crv{p + p —> V° + ir°) is the cross section of p + p-annihilation from the P-state,

i.e. from the singlet state.

• The fact that the S-wave production is negligible may enhance the P-wave contributions

near threshold, which are triplet ones for n + p —>• d + u((f>). Such effect can be ex-

perimentally evidenced by different methods: observing the angular dependence of the

differential cross section, or measuring a nonzero vector polarization of deuterons with



unpolarized particles, or nonzero values of analyzing powers for n + p —> d + V° and

• Such effects must appear in the process n + p —> d + 6 earlier than in n + p —> d + JJ. As

the thresholds of these processes are different, it is necessary to compare the production

at the same value of the invariant energy Q, Q = \/s — mj — mv.

4 The process N + N -± d + p.

The total isotopic spin of the entrance channel is equal to 1. Therefore the generalized Pauli

principle (for n + p —¥ d + p°) or the usual Pauli principle (for p + p —> d + p+) allows

triplet initial states in case of S-wave p-meson production. As a result we have the following

transitions:

Si; = 1, L = 1 -> Jp = 0- , 5/ = 0,

5,- = 1, I = 1 -> J p = I" , 5/ = 1, (12)

Si = 1, I = 1 -s- J p = 2- , 5/ = 2,

where Si(S/) is the total spin of the initial (final) particles.

The corresponding expressions for the spin structures of these transitions are the following:

/o : X

h • Xi^Bxk-D' x V'xu (13)

h - X2 <T2(<Tikj + (Tjki - \&nB • k)Xi(D*V}' + D*V* - \SijD" x Vm),

where /o, / i , /2 are the partial amplitudes corresponding to the J — 0,1 and 2 transitions,

respectively. For the calculation of polarization effects we will use an equivalent but more

simplified form of the matrix element:
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M = X2^2 [gQa • kD* • V* + gya • D*k • V* + g2a • V*k • D']Xi, (14)

where gi are the following combinations of /,-:

4
go = fo- - / 2 , gi = f\ + 2/2. 92 = - / 1 + 2/2.

More complicated spin structure of M. results in changing polarization effects in the process

N + N —¥ d + p. Of course, all one spin T-odd effects in Ar + N —>• d + p must be zero for any

values of amplitudes gt. This is an usual property of the S-wave production, because in this

case the matrix element cannot contain the momentum of the final particles. The dependence

of the differential cross section on the polarizations P\ and P2 of the colliding nucleons have

the following form:

a(PuP2) = <70(l + M A • P2 + A2k • Pxk • P2), (15)

where Ai and A2 are denned by:

2 + Iflfl

A2 = 9 '"'2 "

But the measurement of the spin correlation coefficients:

CXX = Cyy = A \ , CZZ = A \ + A2,

does not represent a complete experiment for this reaction. Additional observables are nec-

essary. One of them is T20, the tensor deuteron polarization. To calculate this, let us write

the |;Vf|2 (the line above denotes the sum over V° polarization and the averaging over the

11



polarization of the initial particles) in the following form:

M\2 = FXD • D* + F2\k • D\'

where the SF's F\ and F2 have the expression:

F2 = -\gQ\2 - \gi\2 + 2\g2\
2 + \go

One can conclude from eq. (17) that:

(18)

(19)

T2Q = - (20)
all o ori + t2

The general expression for the density matrix of V°, produced in the collision of unpolarized

particles, can be written as:

pab = Sabqi + ka (21)

with

q.2 =

2(|<7o|2 + |<7i|2

- | 5 o
2 + 2|^

\gc
•

2 -

12 .

~ l#2

1̂2

) +
2 i

2

l̂ o + 5i + g2
\go + g\ + gi

2

2

q2 =

(22)

(23)

(24)

The presence of 3 complex amplitudes near threshold of any process N + N —> d + p results in

T-odd correlations of the p-meson polarization properties with neutron polarization p.n+p —>•

d + p°, the nonzero SF p^:

pz ~ Xm{gog\ + gog2
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So, the one and two spins polarization observables near threshold of the N + .V —t d + p give

enough independent combinations of <jr,- amplitudes to realize a complete experiment.

In conclusion of this section let us review shortly the experimental study of this reaction.

Differential cross sections have been measured [23-25] with unpolarized particles, polarization

data are absent. The data have been obtained as a by-product of the studies on p+p —>• d+X+,

where the main goal was the study of the aJ(980) production. This is a scalar meson (with

isotopic spin equal to 1), which properties are not well known [26]. The first indication of

this resonance was obtained [23] at 2.5 GeV, i.e. near threshold. A similar experiment was

performed at Saturne [24], at larger energy, 3 GeV, which allowed to explore the effective

mass of the X+ system up to 1150 MeV/c2. A structure was observed at about the same

mass (966 ± 6) MeV/c2, with very small width. The last study of the mass spectrum in

this process was done about 25 years ago, at Tp = 2.98,3.66 and 5.43 GeV, showing clear

evidence of the p+ and aj-production, with quite large cross section: at Tp = 2.98 GeV

da(pp —» dp+)jdVl = (3.2 ± 0.5) fib/sr. But the small width may indicate the presence of

problems with background estimates and detector acceptance. The cross section might then

be even higher.

It is interesting to comment the attempts to detect the aj-production near the threshold,

using a similar analysis in terms of partial transitions. It is possible to show that the con-

servation of P-parity, angular momentum and the validity of the Pauli principle for identical

initial protons forbids the S-wave do production which would be characterized by Jp = l+.

Such state is not allowed for two identical protons. Therefore, the lowest allowed final state

for p + p —>• d + a j , is the P-state which production is depressed in the near-threshold region.

This effect might be essential, especially if one takes into account the possible exotic nature

13



of the a0—meson[27-29]. Further studies of the process p + p —> d + p+ seem necessary. An

experiment [30] at Saturne has been proposed to study the a0-properties. Due to the different

quantum numbers of the produced mesons, the reactions p + p —> d + p+, and p + p —> d + a~Q

have different polarization properties, which may be important for the effective discrimination

of these processes.

5 P-wave contributions to p + p —)• d 4- p+

In case of p-mesons P-wave production we have four different values of Jp:

Jp = 0+, 1+ , 2+ and3+.

This means that only even values of L are allowed in the initial state. Therefore the Pauli

principle predicts that the initial NN-system is in a singlet spin state. Taking into account

the allowed values of Jp', we obtain only two allowed valus of L: L=0 and L=2. It easy to

find the allowed transitions in p + p —> d + p+ for the production of p in a P-state:

L = 0 - + J p = 0+ -> Sf = l , i = l ,

1 = 2 - + Jp = 2+ ->• Sf = l , £ = l , (25)

-> sf = 2,e = I .

i.e. only 3 P-wave amplitudes contribute (£ is the orbital momentum of the produced p—meson).

The corresponding spin combinations can be written in the following form:

(X2 <T2X\)D* x V" • q, (26)

(X2 (T2Xi)(kikj - ±6ij) x [{D' x V*)i • q, + (D' x V*)j • q{ - \5ijD* x V* • q], (27)

(X2 <72Xi)(kikj - ^8ij)(eiabSjaqb + tjahsjaqh) (28)

14



Sab ~ V;D; + Vb*D*a - \8abV" • D\ (29)

where q is the unit vector along the 3-momentum of the p-meson in the CMS system.

6 Test of isotopic invariance through polarization ob-

servables in n + p —»• d + F-processes

Due to the isotopic invariance of the strong interaction, the P-wave contributions to the

amplitude of the process n + p —> d + p° must be described by the same formulas as in

the case of p + p —> d + p+. The presence of P-wave contributions to the amplitudes of

processes n •+• p —> d + V results in an angular dependence of the differential cross section

(with unpolarized particles) and in different polarization observables.

The process n+p —> d+V is one of the specific binary reactions, where the colliding particles

belong to the same isotopic multiplet and only one value of the total isotopic spin is allowed in

the reaction channel. For such reactions the isotopic invariance induces definite properties of

symmetry of all the polarization observables relative to the exchange cosO —> —cosO [31], where

8 is the V°-meson production angle in the CMS. This means that the polarization observables

must be odd or even functions of cosO. The theorem of Barshay-Temmer [32] about the

simmetry of the differential cross-sections relative to 9 = 90° is the simplest example of the

above mentioned result. The classical nuclear physics suggests such example with the reaction

3He(3H,d)a [33]. The isotopic invariance allows to interchange the 3He and 3H, leaving the

deuteron and the a-particle unaffected. As a result the charge symmetry implies a symmetry

about 9 = 90° of the tensor analyzing powers Ayy and Axx and the antisymmetry of the tensor

15



Axz and the vector Ay analyzing powers.Such behaviour of the polarization observables is an

interesting example of the connection [34] of the polarization effects with the properties of

internal symmetries which do not affect the magnitude of a spin vector of any interacting

particle. The isotopic invariance of strong interactions belongs to such symmetries. The

experimental study of polarization effects in the reaction n + p —> d+V could be important for

the search of violations ot this invariance. The interpretation of these effects has essentially

changed, recently. If earlier it was assumed that only the electromagnetic corrections are

responsible for the violation of the isotopic invariance. in the framework of QCD the main

mechanism is connected with the difference of u— and d— quark masses, A = mj — mu ^ 0.

Namely the case of A > 0 explains the signs of the mass difference of particles for all the known

isotopic multiplets of hadrons and nuclei. The scale of such effects of the isotopic invariance

violation is characterized by the ratios:

rn-d — rnu rrid — m u rrid — mu

AQCD ~ 4TT/; ~ 300 M e V

where /„ is a constant of TV —y \xv decay. The typical scale of ~ 300MeV can be thought

as arising from a constituent quark mass, bag model energy or quark condensate. Thus the

effects of A ^ 0 are small, compared to the electromagnetic effects. Therefore the charge

symmetry is not perfect and gives a unique opportunity to find the mass difference of u— and

d—quarks. The violation of the charge independence of the strong interaction is connected

with the explanation of the masses of the fundamental leptons and quarks which is one of the

most important problems of the Standard Model.

The most evident observation of charge independence breaking effects occurs in the pQuj—

mixing through a nonzero value of the matrix element < p°\H\ui >, where H is the QCD

Hamiltonian. The difference mj — mu ^ 0 is the main contribution to < p°\H\uj >. The

16



effects of this matrix element are observed [36,37] in the process e+ -f e -4 n+ -f n through

the specific behaviour of the pion electromagnetic form factor with the result:

° > ~ -4500 MeV2.

It is natural to use the exchange of a mixed pui—meson as mechanism for the charge symmetry

breaking nucleon-nucleon forces. But there is a problem of a significant extrapolation of this

matrix element which is determined at q2 = m2 (q is the momentum transfer) to the region

of NN-forces, where the relevant q2{< 0) are space-like. Some models [38-42] predict a strong

^-dependence of this matrix element, the situation is not clear now and further experiments

are needed.

The study of polarization effects in such processes as n + p —> d + V° could be important

in the search of isotopic invariance violations. It is necessary to mention also that the large

momentum transfers realized at the threshold of n + p —>• d + V° could be interesting in

connection with the possible dependence of the difference A = mj — mu on the nuclear

density and on the momentum transfer. The pu;-mixing can be studied for different regions of

momentum transfer: for the space-like momentum through the NN-potentials and for q2 = m2
p

through the link between the n + p —>• d + u and n + /?—>• d + p° reactions.

The test of the connections of the polariztion effects in n + p -> d + V reactions with

symmetry properties of the strong interaction as the charge independence and in particular

with symmetry violations looks very attractive and unusual application of polarization physics.

17



7 P-wave contr ibution to n + p —> d -f OJ(</>).

We mentioned above that for the process n + p —> d -\- o the P-wave contribution due to its

triplet nature could be important near the threshold of this reaction, but the very complicated

structure of these contributions prevents to obtain easely informations about the sis-component

of the nucleon. The £ = 1 results in four Jp combinations: Jp = 0+ , 1 + , 2+ and 3 + . But

the real number of final states of the d+ V°-system is larger, due to different combinations of

the final angular momentum, as shown in the following table:

sf = 2, e = i,
(30)

2+ : 5/ = l, ^ = 1,

Sf = 2, £ = 1,

The even values of L ( of the colliding n and p in the n + p -> d-\-u}(<f>)) with the generalized

Pauli principle ( according to which the total isotopic spin of the the n + p-system must be

equal to zero) have as a consequence that the colliding particles must be in a triplet state:

Si(np) = 1. Therefore the allowed values of L are the following: L — 0, 2 and 4.

Finally one can write all the possible transitions in n + p —>• d + 4> with ^production in

18



the P-wave:

Si = 1, L = 0 ->• J p = 1+ -+ 5 / = 0. i = 1,

->. 5 / = 1. £ = 1,

5, = 1, I = 2 ->• J p = 1+ -> Sf = 0, £=1,

-+ S, = 1, * = 1.

(31)
_> 5 / = 2, * = 1,,

Si = 1, L = 2->JP = 2+ ->• 5/ = 1. £ = 1,

-> 5/ = 2, £ = 1,

$ = 1, I = 4 -» J p = 3+ -*• S/ = 2, £ = 1,

i.e. the P-wave production introduces 10 new complex amplitudes. In this connection we

can remark that in the general case the matrix element for n + p -» d + cp is denned by a

set of 18 independent complex amplitudes, which are functions of two kinematical variables.

s and t( square of the momentum transfer, from the nucleon to the produced deuteron). Of

course, the partial amplitudes depend on the energy s, only. Comparing the S and P-wave

contributions to the amplitude of the processes n + p -> d + u)(6) (without any concretization

of the spin structure for the transitions (32)), it is possible to formulate general statements

about polarization phenomena in these reactions.

First af all, the amplitudes of S and P-wave cannot interfere in the differential cross section

of n + p —>• d + u>(4>), with unpolarized particles. The same is correct also for any element of

the V°— meson density matrix and for any polarization observables of the deuteron and for

all correlations of polarization properties of d and V°, produced in collisions of unpolarized

nucleons.

But the S+P interference is essential for the calculation of one-spin asymmetries (or ana-
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lyzing powers) for n + p —td + oovn+p —¥ d + ct>. Such polarization effects are especially

interesting because the corresponding observables must be linear functions of the P-wave am-

plitudes. We mentioned before that it is the triplet nature of these amplitudes which generate

intensively <?S>-mesons. However, the complete reconstruction of the spin structure needs a

large number of different polarization experiments. This is important for the understanding

of the reaction mechanism. As it was mentioned before, at the threshold we have a very large

momentum transfer, that corresponds to a large virtuality of the nucleons in the intermediate

states of the pole diagrams (Fig. la):

p2 — m2
N =

neglecting the deuteron binding. This corresponds to a large internal momentum in the

deuteron:

1 . .9 T Til/

p = -{md + mv) - nrv ~ mNmv + ——,

i.e. p* > 1 GeV for d> production.

The behaviour of the deuteron wave function at such momenta is not known experimentally.

Moreover the problem of the potential description of the deuteron in terms of DWF appears.

The study of backward elastic dp-scattering has brought new light on the understanding of

the reaction mechanism. The data on differential cross sections and polarization observables

such as T2o and k (coefficient of the vector polarization transfer from the initial deuteron to the

final proton) up to large internal deuteron momenta up to 1 Gev [1,2] demonstrate clearly the

inadequancy of the simple form of the impulse approximation based on one nucleon exchange

(Fig. 2). This has been proven in a general case, independently on the parametrization of

the deuteron wave function. One possible method to explain this discrepancy is to suggest
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the presence of P-wave contributions to the deuteron wave function [44]. It is interesting to

notice that the measured polarization observables for d + p —> d + p are T-even. i.e. non zero

values are possible in any model based on the impulse approximation with real amplitudes.

The P-wave deuteron contributions produce real amplitudes also. Therefore the T-odd po-

larization observables are particularly interesting, as they are determined by the imaginary

parts of bilinear combinations of the amplitudes for d + p —>• d + p [45]. Nonzero values of

T-odd polarization observables will demonstrate the presence of nontrivial contributions to

the reaction mechanism of backward dp-scattering.

The backward elastic dp scattering at intermediate energies has given interesting infor-

mations about the behaviour of the S- and D- components of the deuteron wave function

at very short distances (corresponding to internal momentum up to ~ 1 Gev/c) which are

not reachable at the moment for any other reaction. Similar polarization experiments for the

deuteron electrodisintegration are planned in future at CEBAF. The theoretical difficulties in

the interpretation of the future data about ed inelastic scattering will be so large as in case

of dp-elastic scattering. The main result of the polarization data on dp-backward elastic scat-

tering is that the existing description of the deuteron in a classical two nucleon picture works

with good accuracy in a large interval of internal momenta, up to very small internucleon

distances. It seems necessary to perform a complete experiment for such process. The general

spin structure of the amplitudes of d + p -¥ d + p backward elastic scattering is determined

by a set of four complex amplitudes [46], dependent on one variable (y/s). This means that at

least seven experiments are needed for the full reconstruction of the spin structure of the total

amplitude. Three experiments have been realized already. A similar program can be realized

also for any process n + p —¥ d + V°.
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Conclusions

Let us summarize the main results obtained in this paper.

• The matrix element of the process n + p —> d + JJ(6) is denned at the threshold, by a

single amplitude which correspond to the singlet interaction of the colliding nucleons.

The dependence of the differential cross section for n + p —> d + u)(d) on the polarizations

Pi and P2 of the initial nucleons has the following form:

• The produced particles in n + p —> d + u{<j>) must be polarized (even in the collision of

unpolarized nucleons): the deuteron must have a tensor polarization with T20 = | . the

nonzero elements of the V°-meson density matrix are pxx = pyy — 1/2. These predictions

are universal as they are independent on the type of V°-meson and on the energy of the

colliding particles in the near-threshold region.

• As the processes n+p —> d-\-V° at the threshold are induced by the singlet np-interaction,

there is no large violation of the OZI-rule:

<r{n + p -»• d + <p) ^ 1O_3

cr(n + p —> d + u)

• The matrix element of p production, n + p —> d + p° and p + p -> d + p+. is described

by three independent threshold amplitudes.

• The P-wave contributions are very complicated: with ten amplitudes for uj(<p)- pro-

duction and with three amplitudes for p-production. The P-wave contributions change

radically the polarization phenomena in the reactions N + N —> d + V°, producing a
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large number of the T-odd one spin polarization observables such as. for example, the

analyzing powers in n + p —> d + V'° and n + p —>• d + V'° , and the vector polarization

of the produced deuterons.

• Polarization effects for n + p -» d + V reactions can be studied in Dubna and KEK.

The test of relations of polarization phenomena with violation of charge independence

(through the up-mixing) may be possible in LISS [47]. if this machine will provide a

tagged neutron beam.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for possible mechanisms of the process d + p —»3 He + V°:

a) The pole diagram.

b) The triangle diagram connecting the process d + p —>3 He + V'° with the process n + p —>•

d+V°.

c) Two-step mechanism describing a chain of processes p -f p —> n+ + d and TT+ + n —>• p + V'°.

Figure 2. Diagram of impulse approximation for the dp backward elastic scattering.
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